
SYLLABUS ETHICS

Introduction to Ethics. Lee McIntyre PhD, Research Fellow, Center for Philosophy and History of Science, Boston
University. Location: Sever Hall Meeting.

The EOPS office is located in room  I will present at least one article as an example before we continue with
your presentations. Academic accommodations imposed by a disability: Academic adjustments due to a
disability or serious medical condition: Students should contact the office of Partners in Access to College
Education PACE for authorization of academic adjustments accommodations for this course. Questions may
utilise the case study approach to determine these aspects. Failure to acknowledge the work of other scholars
constitutes an egregious breach of ethics and is a violation of civil law. Boston, MA: Prentice Hall. Grading
The final grade in the course will be made up of grades on essay submissions, group discussions, and the
midterm and final exams. Guests and children: Only authorized persons are allowed in the classrooms. Any
student found to have committed misconduct is subject to the disciplinary sanctions outlined in Board Policy 
Introductory Ethics. Philosophical disputations. The paper topic s will be posted on my Website and
announced when they become available for printing; your papers must be a response to those paper topic
questions. The following topics will be discussed: right and wrong, the natural law, human acts, the emotions,
virtues, etc. I reserve the right to assign other mid-grades. Emotional intelligence-concepts, and their utilities
and application in administration and governance. Defending ideas in a convincing manner. Human Values
â€” lessons from the lives and teachings of great leaders, reformers and administrators; role of family, society
and educational institutions in inculcating values. Required Student Participation Learning is best
accomplished when students are provided with experiential opportunities. To grade the discussion portion of
the course, if you either ask one question or make one comment on that day that relates to the course lectures,
presentations, or articles, then you will earn participation credit for that day. Your coordinator does not have
the power to override this rule, as this course is organized by the Humanities Department, which is distinct
from your major or school. Attitude: content, structure, function; its influence and relation with thought and
behaviour; moral and political attitudes; social influence and persuasion. It should also help you to appreciate
what moral theory is and the way in which it is relevant to practical issues.


